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Introduction

Since 1991, the South Carolina Supreme Court has imposed increasingly strict and unpredictable procedural default rules upon criminal defendants. The Court has often refused to consider potentially meritorious issues on appeal, finding instead that trial counsel failed to properly preserve issues for appellate review. Unlike the overwhelming majority of states and all federal jurisdictions, South Carolina has no plain error rule allowing the Court of Appeals or the Supreme Court to consider significant issues not preserved at trial.1 As a result, criminal defendants bear the full brunt of trial counsel’s failure to comply with South Carolina’s draconian, and sometimes byzantine, procedural default rules.

We do not purport to systematically discuss South Carolina’s complete procedural default jurisprudence in this handbook.2 The purpose of this publication is to advise trial counsel how to properly preserve issues for appellate review on the greatest number of state and federal grounds.

There are two basic reasons that trial counsel should give all federal and state constitutional grounds for trial objections, even when those multiple grounds overlap. First, trial counsel is charged with the difficult task of lodging objections that will immediately correct any error at trial, and – if not – preserve the record for review, all on a moment’s notice. At the instant in which trial counsel determines that an objection is necessary, the full range of potential grounds for appeal is not always obvious. When trial counsel gives as many grounds as possible for the objection, appellate counsel has more flexibility to draft the appeal in a manner most likely to succeed. Second, providing all bases for the objection preserves the client’s right to pursue the broadest level of review, in both state and federal court, to which he or she is entitled.

The task of properly preserving objections to issues that often arise suddenly in the heat of trial is daunting, but doable. In most circumstances, a few brief and carefully crafted sentences will go a long way towards preserving issues for appellate review. This handbook identifies some of the more common issues that arise at trial and provides suggested ways to preserve issues on the greatest possible number of state and federal grounds.

---

2 For a more complete analysis of South Carolina’s procedural default rules from 1991 to 1998, see Blume & Wilkins, supra note 1; see also, Robert Dudek, The Honorable Ralph King Anderson Jr’s Series on Effective Appellate Practice: Preserving the Record for Appeal, available at http://www.scbar.org/member_resources/continuing_legal_education/distance_learning.
How to Use This Handbook

This handbook is divided into five tabbed sections. The first section provides some general guidelines to assist trial counsel in properly preserving issues for appellate review. Sections 2-4 address the following topics: (2) pre-trial issues; (3) jury selection and juror misconduct issues; (4) the substantive admissibility of evidence; and, (5) the solicitor’s closing argument. In sections 2-4, each “•” bullet point precedes suggested language for properly preserving your objections on the greatest possible number of state and federal grounds. The symbol ◊ identifies objections specifically tailored to capital cases.

Keep in mind that each issue arising at trial will be fact-specific. Only you can determine, based on all of the circumstances in your particular case, which, if any, of the following sample objections are appropriate. Obviously, this handbook cannot address every possible situation in which you will need to lodge an objection. These are simply some suggestions to get you started and on track toward thinking about how to preserve your objections in state and federal courts down the road.
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I. Tips for Preserving Error

• Make A Contemporaneous Objection & Obtain A Ruling

Trial counsel must make a contemporaneous objection. In State v. Vazquez, 364 S.C. 293, 613 S.E.2d 359 (2005), the solicitor referred to the defendant as a “domestic terrorist” in his closing argument and drew a correlation between the events of September 11, 2001, and the defendant’s case. Id. at 299 n.3, 613 S.E.2d at 362 n.3. The South Carolina Supreme Court admitted that these statements were “troublesome,” but found that they were not preserved for review because trial counsel failed to lodge a contemporaneous objection. Id; see also, State v. Holmes, 361 S.C. 333, 345, 605 S.E.2d 19, 25 (2004), rev’d on other grounds, Holmes v. South Carolina, 547 U.S. 319 (2006) (holding that appellant’s claims stemming from the solicitor’s closing argument were defaulted, where trial counsel objected at trial, but only after the solicitor had finished his entire closing argument).

In addition to raising a contemporaneous objection, trial counsel must obtain a ruling from the court. See State v. Hudgins, 319 S.C. 233, 460 S.E.2d 388, 390 (1998) (issue procedurally barred where defense counsel objected to solicitor’s throwing a ski mask at defendant during cross-examination, but the trial judge did not rule on the objection and counsel did not object further or request curative instructions). If the trial judge ignores the objection or merely indicates “objection noted,” there has been no final ruling and therefore no preservation. See Dudek, supra.

• Proffer Any Excluded Evidence

When an objection stems from the court’s exclusion of evidence, trial counsel should seek to proffer the excluded testimony and make any excluded physical evidence a court’s exhibit. The failure to proffer excluded evidence prevents consideration of the issue on appeal. State v. Nelson, 322 S.C. 377, 471 S.E.2d 767 (Ct. App. 1996), rev’d on other grounds, 331 S.C. 1, 501 S.E.2d 716 (1998). If the trial court refuses to allow counsel to proffer the testimony of a witness, counsel must orally state what the proffered testimony would have been. See Dudek, supra.

Where the court refuses to allow voir dire in a particular area, trial counsel must either: (a) get the court to issue a clear ruling about whether the court is disallowing a particular question or line of questioning for every potential juror,
or (b) attempt to ask the question(s) of every potential juror and obtain a ruling from the court for each individual *voir dire*. The excluded questions should be made a court’s exhibit and all grounds in support of the excluded *voir dire* should be argued on the record. *Id.*

Where the trial judge refuses to give requested jury instructions, the excluded instructions should likewise be marked as a court’s exhibit. *Id.* Trial counsel must be absolutely certain, however, that the entire written instruction is correct because the appellate courts may justify the refusal to give the instruction on the basis of any type of mistake. Moreover, trial counsel should not rely on the written instruction alone. In *State v. McWee*, 322 S.C. 387, 472 S.E.2d 235 (1996), the South Carolina Supreme Court held that appellant’s due process argument concerning the trial court’s refusal to charge the jury on his parole ineligibility was not preserved for review “because, at trial, appellant never cited any constitutional basis for his request to give a parole ineligibility charge.” *Id.* at 238, 472 S.E.2d at 391. Trial counsel *did*, however, submit a written request for the parole ineligibility charge, which cited the constitutional basis for the request, but trial counsel did not put the argument on the record. Thus, in any case in which the trial court excludes evidence, refuses requested jury instructions, or excludes or limits *voir dire*, trial counsel should proffer the excluded evidence, mark any excluded instructions or questions as a court’s exhibit, and give a thorough argument on the record recounting the complete grounds in support of the excluded item.

• **A Motion In Limine Is Not A Final Ruling**

Remember that trial counsel must obtain a final ruling to preserve an issue for appeal. A ruling on a motion *in limine* is not a final ruling because, at least in theory, it is subject to change based on developments during the trial. *State v. Hill*, 331 S.C. 94, 501 S.E.2d 122 (1998) (“Generally, a motion *in limine* seeks a pretrial evidentiary ruling to prevent the disclosure of potentially prejudicial matter to the jury. A pre-trial ruling on the admissibility of evidence is preliminary, and is subject to change based on developments at trial”) (internal citations omitted). Trial counsel must make an objection when the evidence is offered at trial and obtain a final ruling at that time.
Give Specific And Complete Grounds For The Objection

The objection should be addressed to the trial court in a sufficiently specific manner to bring attention to the exact error. In State v. Johnson, 363 S.C. 53, 609 S.E.2d 520 (2005), the South Carolina Supreme Court found that the trial judge erred in applying the moral turpitude standard to determine that the defendant’s prior convictions were admissible at trial. Id. at 58, 609 S.E.2d at 523. Although trial counsel did object, the objection was not specifically addressed to the court’s application of the moral turpitude standard. Id. Instead, counsel objected that the defendant’s prior convictions were “too remote.” Id. Thus, the South Carolina Supreme Court held that the issue regarding the trial court’s erroneous use of the moral turpitude standard was defaulted. Id. (“Because the objection was clearly based on remoteness and not the use of the moral turpitude standard, we hold that the issue regarding the use of the moral turpitude standard is not preserved for review”).

Similarly, in State v. Stone, 376 S.C. 32, 655 S.E.2d 487 (2007), trial counsel objected when the victim’s widow testified, during Stone’s second capital sentencing proceeding, that she attempted suicide after learning that the South Carolina Supreme Court reversed Stone’s first death sentence. Id. at 35, 655 S.E.2d at 488. Trial counsel argued that the cause of the suicide attempt was not the victim’s murder seven years earlier, but the financial pressures that the victim’s widow and her new husband were experiencing at the time. Id. Counsel also stated that “the fact that she was able to testify about this attempted suicide was extremely prejudicial to the defendant and that testimony should have been excluded.” Trial Tr. 1106, on file with the authors. On appeal, Stone argued that the widow’s testimony improperly invited the jury to speculate about the finality of its decision and to consider how its decision might affect the health of the victim’s widow. Stone, 376 S.C. at 35, 655 S.E.2d at 488. The South Carolina Supreme Court found that this argument was not an “augmentation” of the objection below, but a different line of argument entirely which was not preserved for review. Id. at 36, 655 S.E.2d at 489. The Court further found that defendant had “abandoned” the argument he did raise at trial by changing his argument on appeal. Id. at 35-36, 655 S.E.2d at 488-89.
In non-capital criminal cases, the appellate courts consistently follow the South Carolina Supreme Court’s lead in strict adherence to the specificity requirement. See, e.g., State v. Caldwell, 378 S.C. 268, 662 S.E.2d 474 (Ct. App. 2008) (issue of whether testimony that defendant liked to look at young boys was improper character evidence under S.C. R. Evid. 404 or State v. Nelson was procedurally barred where trial counsel objected and used the word “character,” but did not specifically mention Rule 404 or the Nelson case); State v. Wimbush, 347 S.C. 513, 520, 556 S.E.2d 413, 417 (Ct. App. 2001) (issue of whether witness’s assertion that defendant was a drug dealer constituted inadmissible character evidence was not preserved where trial counsel objected and stated: “I don’t know where this is going. My client is not accused of selling drugs,” but never mentioned the words “prior bad acts, Rule 404, State v. Lyle, or character evidence”).

- Give Federal Grounds As Well As State Constitutional Grounds For The Objection

A state or federal constitutional argument is not preserved for appellate review where trial counsel fails to argue the constitutional basis for the objection at trial. See State v. Byram, 326 S.C. 107, 485 S.E.2d 360 (1997); State v. McWee, 322 S.C. 387, 472 S.E.2d 235 (1996). In State v. Perry, 359 S.C. 646, 649, 598 S.E.2d 723, 725 (Ct. App. 2004), trial counsel objected when the court allowed the State to introduce evidence of the defendant’s failure to show remorse both before and after her arrest. On appeal, the Court of Appeals noted that

[t]he state may not directly or indirectly comment on the defendant’s right to remain silent. References to a defendant’s lack of remorse are improper as violative of a defendant’s Fifth, Eighth, and Fourteenth Amendment rights. Such rules are rooted in due process and the belief that justice is best served when a trial is fundamentally fair.

Id. (internal quotations omitted). Trial counsel’s objection, however, was based on relevance. Id. The Court of Appeals held that this objection did not encompass the argument that the State’s evidence amounted to a deprivation of due process. Id. Therefore, that argument was not preserved for appellate review. Id.
Explain The Basis Of The Objection

On one occasion, the South Carolina Supreme Court suggested that merely citing a federal constitutional amendment, without more, is insufficient to preserve review of the claim on that ground. In *State v. Shafer*, 340 S.C. 291, 531 S.E.2d 524 (2000), *rev’d on other grounds*, 532 U.S. 36 (2001), the Court stated that Shafer’s Eighth Amendment claim based on the trial court’s failure to inform the jury of his parole ineligibility was not properly preserved where counsel objected at trial “on the basis of the Eighth Amendment,” but “offered no explanation or argument in support of the exception.” *Id.* at 300, 531 S.E.2d at 529. The Court claimed that “[a]ppellant’s objection . . . is simply too vague for the Court to review,” but nonetheless went on to evaluate and reject Shafer’s Eighth Amendment claim. The United States Supreme Court ultimately reversed the Shafer court’s decision on the merits. *Shafer v. South Carolina*, 532 U.S. 36 (2001). The South Carolina Supreme Court has not made such a broad-sweeping claim in any other case since Shafer, and no other court has cited Shafer for the proposition that merely citing the federal amendment is insufficient to preserve review on that ground.\(^4\)

Based on Shafer alone, it is far from clear that trial counsel could never properly preserve an objection by simply citing the federal or state constitutional grounds on which the objection is based. Yet, as a matter of best practice, trial counsel should make an effort to give a succinct explanation of the reasons for the objection, whenever possible, in addition to citing the relevant state and federal grounds in support of the objection.

\(^4\) Moreover, such a ruling is inconsistent with U.S. Supreme Court precedent on how to properly federalize a claim. See *Baldwin v. Reese*, 541 U.S. 27 (2004) (“A litigant wishing to raise a federal issue can easily indicate the federal law basis for his claim in a state-court petition or brief, for example, by citing in conjunction with the claim the federal source of law on which he relies or a case deciding such a claim on federal grounds, or by simply labeling the claim “federal”).
• Other Pitfalls
Several other pitfalls await the unwary and can result in failure to properly preserve issues for appellate review:

 ➤ **Co-defendant objections** – when a co-defendant’s counsel makes an objection, trial counsel for each defendant who wishes to benefit from the same objection must remember to join in the objection on the record in order to preserve the issue for all defendants.

 ➤ **Directed verdict motions** – trial counsel often make good directed verdict motions but fail to fully benefit from them by not renewing at the end of defendant’s case as well.

 ➤ **Unmarked excluded jury instructions** – excluded jury instructions must be clearly identified. Error will not be preserved for review where the trial court rules that he or she refuses to give instruction numbers 4, 5 and 6, but the record is not clear as to which instructions those numbers refer. Jury instructions should either be clearly marked as court’s exhibits, or read into the record during argument, or both.

 ➤ **Off-the-record discussions** – Similarly, any error that occurs during off-the-record discussions will not be preserved for appellate review. Trial counsel must remember to put everything back on the record after side-bar or in-chambers discussions.
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Pre-Trial Issues
II. Pre-Trial Issues

A. Limitations on Authorization of Funds in Capital Cases
   • I object that this limitation of funds violates S.C. Code § 16-3-26(c), the defendant’s 5th and 14th Amendment rights to due process and a fair trial, and his 8th Amendment right to develop and present evidence during a reliable sentencing proceeding. I further object on the basis of the 6th Amendment right to the assistance of expert services under the Supreme Court’s decision in Ake v. Oklahoma, 470 U.S. 68 (1985), the 6th Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel, and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Sections 3 and 14.

B. Court’s Refusal to Conduct Ex Parte, In Camera Proceedings for Authorization of Funds in Capital Cases
   • I object on the basis that the defendant is entitled to an ex parte, in camera determination of his request for funds under S.C. Code § 16-3-26(c). Allowing the State to participate in the funding request violates the defendant’s 5th and 14th Amendment due process rights by unfairly providing the State with strategic information to which it is not entitled. It also violates the Equal Protection clause since the defendant only has to reveal this information because he is indigent. I also object on the basis of the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Sections 3 and 14.

C. Speedy Trial
   • I object that this violates my client’s right to a speedy trial under the 6th and 14th Amendments to the United States Constitution and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Section 14.

D. Discovery – State’s Failure to Provide
   • I object that the State’s failure to disclose this evidence violates Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), as well as Rule 5 of the South Carolina Rules of Criminal Procedure. It also violates my client’s 5th and 14th Amendment right to a fair trial, and his 6th and 14th Amendment right to present a defense and to rebut the State’s evidence against him, and the corresponding provisions of the South Carolina Constitution.
E. Discovery – Limit on Defendant’s Ability to Obtain Discovery
   • I object that limiting the defendant’s ability to obtain discovery violates his 5th and 14th Amendment right to a fair trial, his 6th Amendment right to confront the witnesses against him, and his 6th and 14th Amendment right to present a defense, and the corresponding provisions of the South Carolina Constitution.

F. Change of Venue
   • I object because the defendant cannot obtain a fair and impartial jury trial, to which he is entitled under the 6th and 14th Amendments, in this venue. I also object on the basis of the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Sections 3 and 14.

G. Competency
   • I object because conviction of a criminal defendant who is not competent to stand trial violates the due process clause of the 14th Amendment and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Section 3. My client does not meet the test set forth by the South Carolina Supreme Court in State v. Bell, 293 S.C. 391, and by the U.S. Supreme Court in Dusky v. United States, 362 U.S. 402 (1960) (a rational, as well as factual, understanding of the proceedings against him and the ability to consult with his lawyer with a reasonable degree of rational understanding).

H. Conflicts
   Note that a conflict issue can be raised at any time. It appears here, however, simply because any potential conflict should be carefully considered pre-trial, if possible.

a. Actual Conflict
   • I move to be relieved on the basis that I have an actual conflict of interest because of X, which will place me in a situation of divided loyalties and violate my client’s 6th Amendment right to conflict-free counsel, and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Section 14. I do not have to show prejudice in a case of an actual conflict.

b. Multiple Representation
   • I move to be relieved because my representation of both clients would create a conflict of interest that would adversely affect my performance and violate both clients’ 6th Amendment rights to conflict-free counsel, and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Section 14.
3. Jury Selection & Juror Misconduct Issues
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Jury Selection & Juror Misconduct Issues
III. Jury Selection & Juror Misconduct Issues

A. Juror Bias

a. Limitations on Questions About Racial Prejudice
   • I object on the basis that due process under the 14th Amendment and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Section 3 requires the court to interrogate jurors on the subject of racial prejudice if the defendant requests it in circumstances such as these.

   • I object on 14th Amendment due process grounds, Turner v. Murray, 476 U.S. 28 (1986), my client’s 8th Amendment right against arbitrary infliction of the death penalty, and the corresponding provisions of the South Carolina Constitution.

b. Other types of juror bias
   • I object to this juror’s qualification because of his/her specific bias, which violates my client’s 6th and 14th Amendment rights to a fair and impartial jury trial, and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Sections 3 and 14.
B. Improper Exclusion on the Basis of Race

- I object based on *Batson v. Kentucky*, 476 U.S. 79 (1986) and the defendant’s 6th and 14th Amendment rights to a fair and impartial jury, as well as the veniremembers’ right to be free from discrimination under the 14th Amendment’s Equal Protection clause, and the corresponding provisions of the South Carolina Constitution.

a. Solicitor’s pretextual explanation for the strike

- I object that the solicitor’s explanations are implausible because (solicitor accepted white juror(s) – give jurors’ names, if possible – who gave the same answers or had same background, beliefs, etc.; solicitor asked disparate questions of blacks versus whites; solicitor did not ask questions on the topics alleged as reasons to strike). The solicitor’s pretextual explanation naturally gives rise to an inference of discriminatory intent under *Miler-El v. Dretke*, 545 U.S. 231 (2005).

C. Improper Exclusion on the Basis of Gender

- I object pursuant to *JEB v. Alabama*, 511 U.S. 127 (1994), and the defendant’s right to a fair and impartial jury of his peers under the 6th and 14th amendments, as well as the veniremembers’ right to be free from discrimination under the Equal Protection Clause, and the corresponding provisions of the South Carolina Constitution.

a. Solicitor’s pretextual explanation for the strike

- I object that the solicitor’s explanations are implausible because (solicitor accepted male juror(s) – give jurors’ names, if possible – who gave the same answers or had same background, beliefs, etc.; solicitor asked disparate questions of men versus women; solicitor did not ask questions on the topics alleged as reasons to strike). The solicitor’s pretextual explanation naturally gives rise to an inference of discriminatory intent under *Miler-El v. Dretke*, 545 U.S. 231 (2005).
D. Capital Voir Dire

a. Juror not qualified
   - I object to this juror’s qualification because her beliefs or attitudes on capital punishment would prevent or substantially impair her ability to perform her duties as a juror in accordance with the law under S.C. Code § 16-3-20(E) and the Supreme Court’s decision in Morgan v. Illinois, 547 U.S. 1134 (2006). Her service as a juror would violate the defendant’s 6th, 8th and 14th Amendment rights, and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Sections 3, 14 and 15.

b. Court’s limitation on voir dire
   - I object to this court’s limitation on voir dire because Morgan v. Illinois, 547 U.S. 1134 (2006) says that if a juror is unable or substantially impaired in his ability to consider both penalties or mitigating evidence, he or she is not qualified to serve. Thus, the defendant is entitled to ask X under the 6th, 8th and 14th Amendments, and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Sections 3, 14 and 15.
   
   NOTE – remember to proffer any excluded questions for each potential juror’s voir dire.

c. Juror improperly excused because weak on death.
   - I object to this juror’s disqualification because under S.C. Code § 16-3-20(E) a juror may not be excused for cause unless his beliefs against capital punishment would render him unable to return a verdict according to law. Under the Supreme Court’s cases, such as Morgan v. Illinois, 547 U.S. 1134 (2006) and Wainwright v. Witt, 469 U.S. 412 (1985), the standard is whether the juror’s views would prevent or substantially impair performance of his duties; religious scruples are not enough.
E. Juror misconduct

- I object/move for a mistrial on the basis that X action constitutes juror misconduct and prejudices my client in violation of his 6th and 14th Amendment rights to a fair and impartial jury trial, and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Sections 8 and 14.

- I object/move for a mistrial on the basis that X action constitutes juror misconduct and prejudices my client in violation of his 6th and 14th Amendment rights to a fair and impartial jury trial, his 8th Amendment right against arbitrary infliction of the death penalty, and the corresponding provisions of the South Carolina Constitution.
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IV. The Substantive Admissibility of Evidence

A. Exclusion of Defendant’s Evidence

• I object to the exclusion of this evidence because it is admissible under Rule ___ and its exclusion violates the defendant’s 6th and 14th Amendment right to present a defense, and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Section 14.

• I object to the exclusion of this evidence because it is admissible under Rule ___ and its exclusion violates the defendant’s 6th and 14th Amendment right to present a defense, and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Section 14. I also object because this evidence is mitigating, and its exclusion violates my client’s 8th Amendment right to offer mitigating evidence.

B. Relevance

• I object that this evidence is irrelevant and inadmissible under S.C. R. Evid. 402; its admission violates the defendant’s 5th and 14th Amendment right to due process and a fair trial, and the corresponding provisions of the South Carolina Constitution.

• I object that this evidence is irrelevant and inadmissible under S.C. R. Evid. 402; its admission violates the defendant’s 5th and 14th Amendment right to due process and a fair trial, his 8th Amendment right against arbitrary infliction of the death penalty, and the corresponding provisions of the South Carolina Constitution.

• For irrelevant evidence in aggravation in capital cases, add that the evidence does not reflect the character of the defendant or the circumstances of the crime.

C. Prejudice, Confusion, Waste of Time

• I object because any probative value of this evidence is substantially outweighed by its danger of unfair prejudice, confusion and/or waste of time; and its admission violates my client’s 5th and 14th Amendment right to due process and his 6th and 14th Amendment right to a fair trial, and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Sections 3 and 14.
D. Hearsay

- I object because this question calls for inadmissible hearsay under S.C. R. Evid. 802; its admission violates the defendant’s 6th and 14th Amendment right to a fair trial, his 6th Amendment right to confrontation under Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36 (2004), and the corresponding provisions of the South Carolina Constitution.

- I object because this evidence is inadmissible hearsay under S.C. R. Evid. 802; its admission violates the defendant’s 6th and 14th Amendment rights to a fair trial, his 6th Amendment right to confrontation under Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36 (2004), his 8th Amendment right against arbitrary imposition of the death penalty, and the corresponding provisions of the South Carolina Constitution.

E. Statement Issues

a. Confession obtained without required Miranda warning and voluntary waiver of rights.

- I object that this statement is inadmissible under Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966), and its admission violates the defendant’s 5th, 6th and 14th Amendment rights, and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Sections 3, 12 and 14.

b. Statement inadmissible because taken after defendant invoked his 5th Amendment right to counsel

- I object that this statement is inadmissible under Edwards v. Arizona, 451 U.S. 477 (1981), and its admission violates the defendant’s 5th, 6th and 14th Amendment rights, and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Sections 3, 12 and 14.
c. Statement inadmissible because taken after defendant’s 6th Amendment right to counsel had attached.
   • I object that this statement is inadmissible because the right to counsel had attached and its admission violates the defendant’s 6th Amendment right to counsel, as well as his 14th Amendment right to due process and the corresponding provisions of the South Carolina Constitution.

d. Inadmissible statement of co-defendant
   • I object that this statement is inadmissible under *Gray v. Maryland*, 523 U.S. 185 (1998), and its admission violates the defendant’s 6th and 14th Amendment right to due process, his 6th Amendment right to confrontation, and the corresponding provisions of the South Carolina Constitution.

e. Statement Involuntary
   • I object that this statement is inadmissible because it was involuntary and its admission violates the defendant’s 5th and 14th Amendment rights against self-incrimination and due process of law, as well as the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Sections 3 and 12.

F. Illegal Search & Seizure
   • I object that this evidence is inadmissible under the 4th Amendment, and *Mapp v. Ohio*, 367 U.S. 643 (1961), and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Section 10.

G. Character Evidence, Prior Bad Acts

H. Victim Impact Evidence

- I object that this evidence is improper victim impact evidence because it is unduly prejudicial and would render the trial fundamentally unfair in violation of my client’s right to due process under the 14th Amendment and the South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Section 3. It also injects an arbitrary factor into the proceedings in violation of the 8th Amendment and South Carolina Constitution, Article 1, Section 15, and S.C. Code § 16-3-25(C).

I. Exclusion of Third Party Guilt Evidence

- I object to the exclusion of this evidence because it is admissible under State v. Gregory, 198 S.C. 98, 16 S.E.2d 532 (1941), and its exclusion violates the defendant’s 6th and 14th Amendment rights to a fair trial and to put on defense, and the corresponding provisions of the South Carolina Constitution. The court is not allowed to weigh the strength of the State’s evidence under Holmes v. South Carolina, 547 U.S. 319 (2006).
5. The Solicitor’s Closing Argument
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V. The Solicitor’s Closing Argument

For the most part, this handbook suggests language for appropriate objections to legal issues that we assume you have already correctly identified. There is, however, a myriad of objectionable things that a solicitor could say in closing argument, and each argument may raise a unique combination of suitable objections. Thus, this section lists several broad categories of objectionable arguments, followed by one or two examples taken from past cases. For each category, we provide one or more appropriate objections.

A. Direct or Indirect Comments on Defendant’s Right to Remain Silent

EXAMPLE: “And what did we hear from Mr. Defendant? Did he offer any explanation for his actions that night? No. Did you hear him say “I’m sorry” or express remorse?”

- I object that the solicitor’s comment was improper and violated the defendant’s 5th Amendment right to silence, his 14th Amendment right to due process, and his 6th Amendment right to a fair trial.

B. Future Dangerousness

EXAMPLE: “It will be on your heads if he kills somebody else.”

- I object that the solicitor’s comment was inflammatory, threatening to the jury, and inherently prejudicial; it violated the defendant’s 14th Amendment right to due process and injects an arbitrary factor into the proceedings in violation of the 8th Amendment and S.C. Code § 16-3-25(C).
C. Arguments that Exploit the Solicitor’s Position.

a. Arguments that interject the solicitor’s personal opinion.

EXAMPLE: “I believe that the death penalty is appropriate for mean and evil people. Such people do not deserve to continue to live with the rest of us, regardless of how confined we can make them. The death penalty is appropriate for those cases.”

• I object that the solicitor improperly interjected his personal opinion, and his comment is inflammatory and inherently prejudicial in violation of the 8th and 14th Amendments. It also injects an arbitrary factor in violation of the 8th Amendment and S.C. Code § 16-3-25(C).

b. Arguments that encourage jurors to rely on the solicitor’s judgments instead of their own.

EXAMPLE: “I know what my responsibilities are and I know what the right punishment is in this case. So, if I’m wasting my time, I choose to waste it anyway in an effort to persuade you to do what’s right because the death penalty is what’s right here.”

• I object on the bases of the 8th and 14th Amendments and S.C. Code § 16-3-25(C) because the solicitor’s argument improperly encourages the jury to rely on his own personal opinion, rather than their independent judgment and injects an arbitrary factor into the proceedings.

EXAMPLE: “The State seeks the death penalty only in those cases that are most appropriate. It is reserved for the worst of the worst, and Mr. Defendant was one of those people.”

• I object to the solicitor’s statement because it improperly suggests that the jury should rely on the State’s decision to seek the death penalty as a reason to impose death rather than exercising their own, independent judgment in violation of the 8th and 14th Amendments and S.C. Code § 16-3-25(C).
D. Arguments Outside the Record

EXAMPLE: “You can’t put Mr. Defendant in life in prison because he would not give any further thought to the victims. Mr. Defendant could not care less about the victims.”

EXAMPLE: “You can get drugs in the penitentiary better than you can out on the street.”

EXAMPLE: “A big prison is like a little city, with free food, clothing, shelter, medical attention, TV, contact with loved ones, freedom of movement and a social structure.”

EXAMPLE: “I’m going to tell you he was out of bullets, because if he hadn’t been, Officer Cram would have been dead. If he still had the gun and still had bullets, do you think he would have surrendered?”

• I object to this argument because it is not based on the evidence in the record and it is inherently prejudicial and violates the 8th and 14th Amendments and S.C. Code § 16-3-25(C).

E. Minimizing the Jury’s Role as Decision-Maker

EXAMPLE: “It’s a collective reasoning. And it is not intended to be a unilateral decision by one or two jurors. It will be the collective that makes the ultimate decision.”

EXAMPLE: “I, as Solicitor and chief prosecuting officer in this county, must make the decision whether or not the State of South Carolina must seek the death penalty. So, you see, you are not alone in your decision. I have already made that decision.”

EXAMPLE: “Other courts are going to look at your decision and make sure that it was absolutely the right one.”

• I object to this argument because it misstates the law and improperly minimizes the jury’s role as the decision-maker in this case. It injects an arbitrary factor into these proceedings in violation of the 8th Amendment and S.C. Code § 16-3-25(C), and it violates the defendant’s 14th Amendment due process rights.
F. Disparaging the Defendant’s Evidence, Witnesses or Counsel

EXAMPLE: “Mr. Defendant’s evidence was not mitigation. It didn’t mitigate anything. It was only designed to make you feel sorry for him and create sympathy. And that is not the reason you decide the appropriate punishment.”

EXAMPLE: “The State’s case for guilt, once you throw out all of Mr. Defendant’s smoke screens and evaluate his perjury that his people put on, his guilt is obvious.”

• ☐ I object to this argument because it mischaracterizes the evidence, misstates the law, and is designed to inflame the jury’s passion or prejudice in violation of the 8th and 14th Amendments and S.C. Code § 16-3-25(C).

G. Do Your Duty; Send a Message Arguments

a. Arguments that it is the jurors’ responsibility or duty to follow the prosecutor’s instructions rather than exercise their own, independent judgment.

EXAMPLE: “I’m asking for the death penalty. I’m seeking the death penalty, and I expect the death penalty.”

EXAMPLE: “Sometimes killing is not only fair and justified, it’s right. Sometimes it’s your duty. There are times you have to kill in this life and it’s the right thing to do.”

• ☐ I object to this argument because it misstates the law, improperly suggests that it is the jury’s duty to impose death, injects the solicitor’s personal opinion, and injects an arbitrary factor into the proceedings in violation of the 8th and 14th Amendments and S.C. Code § 16-3-25(C).

b. Arguments that it is the jurors’ duty to impose the death penalty to “protect the community” or to “send a message.”

EXAMPLE: “You’ve got to look beyond Mr. Defendant. This isn’t personal. This is business. You people represent the entire community. You represent society. You have to give a message here. You have to tell the Mr. Defendants of the world, and you have to be willing to look them right in the eye when you do it, that there’s a point to which we won’t allow you to go. And when you do, prison’s too good. It’s the death penalty.”
EXAMPLE: ‘I’m going to beg you for the entire community and for society not to spare his life. I’m going to beg you for the right message instead of the wrong message. The right message is life? For what he did? That’s the right message? That’s the message you want to send to the drug dealers, the dope peddlers and the hit men they hire to do their dirty deeds: Life in prison is what you get when we catch you and convict you. Life in prison? That’s the message you want to send to the scum of the world?’

• I object to this argument because it misstates the law, improperly suggests that it is the jury’s duty to impose death to protect the community, and is designed to inflame passion and prejudice. It injects an arbitrary factor into the proceedings and violates the 8th and 14th Amendments and S.C. Code § 16-3-25(C).

H. Arguments Designed to Inflame the Jury

a. Inflammatory characterizations of the defendant

EXAMPLE: “For what this person did – not this person. I don’t even call him a person.”

EXAMPLE: “There are times, jurors, when you have to be hard in this life. You have to be harder than the bad guys. Because if they are harder than us, then all the rules disappear and the jungle prevails and the animals reign in the jungle and we can’t have that, not if we want to live in a civilized society.”

b. Put yourself in the victim’s shoes arguments

EXAMPLE: “How would you feel if Ms. Victim was your little girl?”
c. Other emotional and/or inflammatory appeals

EXAMPLE: “I know there’s a movie, Patton, and in the movie, George Patton was talking to his troops because the next day they were going to go out in battle and they were scared young soldiers. And he was going to try to encourage them that sometimes you’ve got to kill and sometimes you’ve got to risk death because it’s right. He said: But tomorrow when you reach over and put your hand in a pile of goo that a moment before was your best friend’s face, you’ll know what to do. Well, last July Mr. Victim’s face was a pile of goo and his brains were hanging out. You know what to do.”

EXAMPLE: In a case involving the murder of the defendant’s four-month-old baby, the solicitor broke into tears over a dozen times during his closing argument, ultimately wept continuously in front of the jury, and concluded by producing a black shroud, draping it over the baby’s crib, and melodramatically wheeling the crib out of the courtroom in a kind of impromptu funeral procession.

I object to this statement (or action) because it is inflammatory, calculated to arouse passion and prejudice, and it is inherently prejudicial. It injects an arbitrary factor into the proceedings and violates the 8th and 14th Amendments and S.C. Code § 16-3-25(C).
When in doubt

When you are uncertain about which state and/or federal grounds apply to your objections, better to be too broad than too narrow. No one ever failed to preserve a claim by objecting on too many grounds. The chart below provides a summary of the sources of individual rights to help you determine which grounds to assert as the bases for your objections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protected Right</th>
<th>Federal Constitutional Ground</th>
<th>State Constitutional Ground</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speech and Press</td>
<td>1st Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegal Search</td>
<td>4th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Incrimination</td>
<td>5th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Jury</td>
<td>5th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Jeopardy</td>
<td>5th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due Process</td>
<td>5th &amp; 14th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speedy Trial</td>
<td>6th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jury Trial</td>
<td>6th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Trial</td>
<td>6th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compulsory Process</td>
<td>6th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confrontation &amp; Cross-Examination</td>
<td>6th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistance of Counsel</td>
<td>6th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right To Present A Defense</td>
<td>6th Amendment &amp; 14th Amendment due process clause</td>
<td>Article I, section 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive Bail</td>
<td>8th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruel &amp; Unusual Punishment</td>
<td>8th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal Protection</td>
<td>14th Amendment</td>
<td>Article I, section 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>